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Key messages

• Citizens can estimate stream water level classes relatively well

• Streamflow estimates are uncertain, but the median estimate is 

relatively accurate (wisdom of the crowd)

• Water level class data are useful for model calibration

• Only a few water level classes are needed

• Water level class boundaries at high flow levels are particularly 

useful for model calibration

• Water level class information gives the best model results for wet 

catchments, but improvements in model performance (relative to 

no data) are largest for dry catchments (data not shown)

• Overall, these results suggest that citizen science derived water level 

class data are useful for model calibration and may potentially be used to 

obtain streamflow estimates.

To see the correct
answers, play the
CrowdWater
Game 
(https://tinyurl. 
com/crowdwater-
game) 

1. 1. new 2. 2. new

Is streamlevel class data useful for model calibration?

We converted streamflow time series for 100 catchments in the US to stream level class time 

series and used these to calibrate the HBV model. The model was then validated using the 

streamflow data. Time series of only two stream level classes, e.g. above or below a rock in 

the stream, were already informative. There was hardly any improvement in model 

performance when more than five water level classes were used. 

How well can people estimate water level classes?

We held surveys near seven rivers in Switzerland and showed more than 350 volunteers a picture 

with a virtual staff gauge and asked them to estimate the current water level class based on the 

staff gauge in the picture. We also asked them to estimate the streamflow with the stick method. 

People can estimate the water level class well, although there were also a few outliers. The median 

estimated streamflow was close to the observed streamflow but the spread in the estimates was 

large and there were very large outliers.

How well can you estimate the water level class?

What is the stream water level in the new situation?
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CrowdWater

CrowdWater is a citizen science 

project that explores the 

usefulness of crowd-sourced 

data for hydrological model 

calibration and prediction. 

Anyone can participate and 

record water level, streamflow

and soil moisture data.

Calibration
against
streamflow
(upper
benchmark)

Calibration
against
continuous
stream level
data

Calibration against stream 
level class data
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No calibration: 
random parameter / 
’USA parameter’ 
(lower benchmark) 2 classes 20 classes

For more information see www.crowdwater.ch and van Meerveld et al., 2017. Information content 

of stream level class data for hydrological model calibration, Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci. Discuss, 1-17. 

Where should the water level class boundaries be?
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Streamflow estimation

Water level class boundaries should be chosen 

based on features in the stream or on the 

streambank. Water level class information      

is most informative for model calibration 

when at least one boundary is located            

at a high water level that is exceeded             

for less than 10% of the time.

Error in water level class

Water level class estimation


